The Desnyanski-Novikov shell model is a deterministic dynamical model for scalar velocities vt(n) defined on the one-dimensional-lattice n = 0, 1, 2, .. labelling the length-scales ln = l02 −n , in order to describe the cascade of energy from the biggest scale where it is injected by some external forcing towards the smaller scales where it is dissipated by viscosity. We describe the generalization of this model in two directions : (i) the one-dimensional-lattice n = 0, 1, 2, .. labelling the length-scales ln = l02 −n is replaced by a scale-spatial tree structure of nested cells in order to allow spatial heterogeneities between different coherent structures that are localized in different regions of the whole volume ; (ii) the scalar velocities vt(n) are replaced by 3D-vector velocities in order to take into account the vorticity in the dynamical equations and to include vortex-stretching effects.
INTRODUCTION
The study of cascades of energy and other conserved observables in various turbulent flows has remained a very active field over the years (see the recent review [1] and references therein). Among the various approaches to isotropic fully developed turbulence in dimension D = 3 (see the book [2] and references therein), shell models [3] are deterministic toy models that try to keep some Navier-Stokes flavor. The general idea is to replace the Navier-Stokes partial differential equation for the 3D velocity field v( r) by a finite number of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations in continuous time for the velocities of some selected modes. The simplest example is the DesnyanskiNovikov shell model [4] [5] [6] [7] where each length-scale l n = l 0 2 −n labelled by the integer n = 0, 1, 2, .. is characterized by a single real velocity v t (n) and where the interactions between velocities are limited to nearest neighbors (see more details in section II). Another famous example is the so-called GOY model reviewed in [8] where the velocity v t (n) is instead a complex variable, and where the interactions between velocities include next-nearest-neighbors.
This GOY model defined on the one-dimensional scale lattice n has been then extended to a scale-spatial tree structure [9] [10] [11] , in order to take into account the real-space physical picture of the Richardson cascade with localized eddies of various sizes and to allow for spatial heterogeneities : in the simplest setting, each eddy interacts only with its ancestors which spatially contain it and with its children spatially contained in it (more complex choices have been also studied in [9-11]) . At the heuristic level, the velocities on this scale-spatial tree structure should be considered as the coefficients of an orthonormal wavelet expansion of the real velocity field of fluid mechanics [9] [10] [11] ), even if one does not even try to write the explicit wavelet basis that would have these velocities as coefficients. Note that the idea that wavelets are the appropriate language to analyse turbulence had appeared previously [12] [13] [14] [15] independently of shell models.
In the present paper, our goal is to apply this scale-spatial tree construction to the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model and to consider also the generalization to velocity vectors in D = 3 in order to take into account the vorticity in the dynamical equations and to include vortex-stretching effects. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we revisit the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model for scalar velocities v t (n) one the 1-dimensional scale-lattice n, in order to stress that the Liouville phase-space-volume-conservation fixes the relation between the two parameters (α, β) that are usually considered as independent. In section III, we describe the generalization where the one the 1-dimensional scale-lattice n is replaced by the scale-spatial tree structure. In section IV, we describe the generalization where the scalar velocities v t (n) are replaced by 3D vectors v t (n). In section V, the two generalizations are put together to obtain the dynamical model for 3D velocities on the scale-spatial tree structure. Our conclusions are summarized in section VI. In Appendix A, we recall the properties of the Navier-Stokes dynamics in order to stress the correspondences with the shell models discussed in the text.
II. REVISITING THE DESNYANSKI-NOVIKOV SHELL MODEL
In this section, we revisit the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model that will be the starting point for the generalizations introduced in the next sections.
A.
Dynamics for scalar velocities vt(n) on the 1-dimensional scale-lattice n Each generation n = 0, 1, 2, .. corresponding to the length-scale
is characterized by a real velocity v t (n) evolving with the dynamics for n ≥ 1
where ν is the viscosity that introduces dissipation, while the term Q α,β [v t (n − 1); v t (n); v t (n + 1)] represents the non-linear quadratic interactions between the nearest-neighbors velocities in the one-dimensional scale-spatial of generations
and is meant to mimic as much as possible the conservative part of the Navier-Stokes Equation (recalled in Eqs A2 A5 of the Appendix). The dynamics for the generation n = 0 has no ancestor at n = −1 but includes instead some external forcing f [v t (0)]
B.
Dynamics for the kinetic energies
The corresponding kinetic energies
then evolves for n ≥ 1 according to
where the energy current from generation (n − 1) to generation n
has a very straightforward physical interpretation, in terms of the two energies v ln−1 . Note that in the GOY shell model (see the review [8] and references therein), the energy current is somewhat less intuitive since it involves the products of velocities over three consecutive shells. In Eq 7, the signs of the two contributions to this current depend on the signs of the velocities : the α contribution corresponds to a direct cascade towards smaller scale for positive (αv t (n)) > 0 and to an inverse cascade towards bigger scales for negative (αv t (n)) < 0. Similarly, the β contribution corresponds to a direct cascade towards smaller scale for positive (βv t (n − 1)) > 0 and to an inverse cascade towards bigger scales for negative (βv t (n − 1)) > 0.
For n = 0, Eq. 4 leads to
As a consequence, the dynamics for the total energy
contains only the dissipation over all generations and the power injected by the external forcing on generation n = 0
In the absence of external forcing f [v t (0)] = 0 and viscosity ν = 0, the total energy e tot t is conserved for any values of the parameters (α, β), that are thus usually considered as two independent free parameters of the model in the literature [2, 7] . However, as explained in the following section, the supplementary constraint α = β appears necessary if one takes into account the dynamical properties in phase space.
C.
Dynamics for the phase-space-volume in the absence of dissipation (ν = 0)
In the Hamiltonian formulation of classical mechanics, the Liouville theorem concerning the phase-space-volume conservation plays an essential role. Since the non-dissipative part of the Navier-Stokes equation corresponds to hydrodynamic continuum version of classical mechanics, it should respect the phase-space-volume conservation, even if it is not very often stressed and if it is not technically obvious as a consequence of the Eulerian formulation in terms of the velocity field. Nevertheless, in numerical space-time re-discretizations of the non-dissipative part of the Navier-Stokes equation, it is known that it is essential to respect the phase-space-volume conservation [16, 17] : indeed, if the discretization introduces some spurious phase-space-contraction, the dynamics will artificially converge towards a lower-dimensional attractor, while if the discretization introduces some spurious phase-space-dilatation, the dynamics will artificially increase the chaotic properties via bigger Lyapunov exponents [17] .
In the present shell model, the phase-space of the velocities (v t (0), v t (1), ...) has for elementary volume
In the absence of dissipation ν = 0, the phase-space local dilation associated to the velocity v t (n) evolving with the Dynamics of Eq. 2 for n ≥ 1 reads
while for n = 0, Eq 4 yields
As a consequence, the total phase-space dilatation reads
Our conclusion is thus that one should impose the supplementary constraint
in order to satisfy the phase-space-volume-conservation for the conservative part of the shell dynamics for generations n ≥ 1. Note that in the GOY shell model (see the review [8] and references therein), the Liouville phase-space-volumeconservation is instead satisfied locally since
does not even depend at all on v t (n). In Eq. 3, the choice β = α actually allows to regroup the terms differently as
The first term can be interpreted as the advection of v t (n) by its two neighboring shells (n ± 1), while the second term involves the difference of kinetic energies of the two neighboring shells (n ± 1). This form thus mimics more directly the familiar terms present in the Navier-Stokes equation, either with the advection term (Eq. A2) or in the alternative form containing the gradient of kinetic energy (Eq. A5).
D. Regime of fully developed turbulence
The characteristic advection time scale τ adv t (n) associated to the velocity v t (n) on scale l n reads
The comparison with the dissipation time scale induced by the viscosity ν on scale l n
leads to the introduction of the Reynolds numbers
that measure the relative importance of advection with respect to dissipation at generation n. The standard Reynolds number is associated to the integral scale l 0 and is assumed to be extremely large in fully developed turbulence
As a consequence, the dissipation will remain negligible with respect to the advection over a very large number of generations 0 ≤ n N . The generation N corresponds to the Kolmogorov dissipation scale η = l N = l 0 2 −N where the Reynolds number of Eq. 19 becomes of order unity
In the inertial range corresponding to generations 1 ≤ n N , the energy is neither created nor destroyed, but only transported between generations via the energy current of Eq. 7. In one looks for some time-independent solution, Eq. 6 yields that the stationary energy current j(n − 1 → n) of Eq. 7 should be independent of n and take some value traditionally denoted by in turbulence (even if it is of course not meant to be small)
For n = 0, the stationary state of Eq 8 then yields that the external forcing should be chosen to be
in order to ensure that the energy injected per unit time and per unit volume is indeed . Eq. 22 yields that the stationary velocity follows the following power-law with respect to the length
with the famous 'K41' (Kolmogorov 1941) scaling exponent
determines the velocity v(0) at generation n = 0 in terms of . To analyze the linear stability around this steady-state v(n), it is convenient to consider that the dynamics in the inertial range 1 ≤ n ≤ M − 1 N is described by Eq. 6
with the two boundary equations at n = 0 and n = M
In terms of the velocities, Eq. 27 corresponds for 1 ≤ n ≤ M − 1 to
while Eqs 28 yield the boundary dynamics at n = 0 and n = M
A small perturbation u t (n) around the time-independent solution of Eq. 24
then follows the linearized Dynamics of Eq. 29
with the boundary dynamics at n = 0 and n = M from Eqs 28
where we have introduced the tridiagonal matrix elements
One is interested into the (M + 1) eigenvalues λ m of this linearized system in order to determine if they correspond to stable Re(λ m ) < 0 or unstable Re(λ m ) > 0 perturbations. In particular, the sum of all eigenvalues is given by the sum of the diagonal elements
The bulk contribution 1 ≤ n ≤ M − 1 corresponds as it should to the phase-space-volume expansion of Eq. 14 evaluated at the steady-state v(n) of Eq. 24. The sum grows exponentially with the number M of generations of the inertial range
The constraint β = α of Eq. 15 coming from the phase-space-volume conservation in the inertial range implies that the sum of the (M + 1) eigenvalues is only of order O(1) from the boundary terms, so one expects that there will be unstable perturbations associated to eigenvalues λ m with positive real parts Re(λ m ) > 0. On the contrary, all the cases β = α will produce an artificial dilatation or contraction of the phase-space-volume around the steady state v(n) and will shift the sum of the (M + 1) eigenvalues towards a positive or negative value growing exponentially with the number of generations.
Since the K41 steady-state of Eq. 24 is dynamically unstable, the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model displays nontrivial dynamical properties including chaoticity, intermittency, multifractality and soliton-like pulses as described in detail in Ref [7] (note that some translation is needed between the present choice of coefficients (α, β) in Eq. 3 and the coefficients (α, β) defined in Eq 3 of Ref [7] ). However the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model cannot describe spatial heterogeneities of the Richardson cascade : in the next section, we thus describe how to include these effects via the scale-spatial-tree generalization.
III. DYNAMICS FOR SCALAR VELOCITIES vt(i1, .., in) ON THE SCALE-SPATIAL-TREE
As recalled in the Introduction, the GOY shell model has been then extended to a scale-spatial tree structure [9] [10] [11] , in order to take into account the physical picture of the Richardson cascade. In this section, our goal is to apply this idea to the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model recalled in the previous section.
Tree structure of scale-spatial cells (i1, .., in)
Here we wish to give a real-space interpretation of the length scales l n = l 0 2 −n of Eq. 1. The generation n = 0 corresponds to the biggest length-scale l 0 and to the total volume l 
independent cells of the generation n = 1 that will be labelled by the index i 1 = 1, 2, .., b. Similarly, each volume i 1 of generation n = 1 contains b independent volumes of the generation n = 2 that will be labelled by the supplementary index i 2 = 1, 2, .., b, and so on. At generation n, there are thus
independent cells labelled by the n integers (i 1 , .., i n ) with i k = 1, .., b for k = 1, .., n, that represents the whole genealogy of ancestors. So the 1-dimensional scale space n of the previous section has now been extended into a scale-spatial tree of branching b = 2 D with a clear interpretation in real-space. Accordingly, the number of modes has changed from the logarithmic expression N =
of the 1-dimensional scale-lattice n into the volumic expression
for the present scale-spatial tree structure.
B.
Observables associated to each scale-spatial cell (i1, .., in)
In terms of the usual velocity field v t ( r) of fluid mechanics, the total kinetic energy contained in the volume l
Here we wish to decompose this total energy according to the scale-spatial tree structure of cells as
while the energy E t (0) associated to the integral scale is given similarly by
In terms of the velocities, the total energy of Eq. 41 thus reads
C. Energy dynamics on the tree structure
In the inertial range corresponding to generations 1 ≤ n N , where the energy is neither created nor destroyed, the Dynamics for the energy corresponds to some discrete continuity equation. In the present hierarchical tree structure, it is natural to assume that the cell (i 1 , .., i n ) is able to exchange energy only with its ancestor (i 1 , .., i n−1 ) and with its b children (i 1 , .., i n , i n+1 ) with i n+1 = 1, 2, .., b. As a consequence, it will be convenient to denote J t (i 1 , .., i n ) the energy-current received by the cell (i 1 , .., i n ) from its ancestor (i 1 , .., i n−1 ) in order to write the energy dynamics in the inertial range 1 ≤ n N as
For the generation n = 0, there is no ancestor but the injected energy flow by the external forcing corresponds to
so that the dynamical equation for E t (0) reads
For the energy current received by the cell (i 1 , .., i n ) from its ancestor (i 1 , .., i n−1 ), the form analogous to the 1-dimensional energy-current of Eq. 7 reads using Eq. 42
so that the total energy current from the generation (n − 1) to the generation n reads
Dynamical model for the velocities vt(i1, .., in)
In summary, putting everything together, the energy Dynamics of Eqs 45 47 involving the energy currents of Eq. 48 can be translated for the velocities of Eq. 42 into the following equations
with the boundary equation for n = 0 
then this property is preserved by the dynamics at all times t ≥ 0
and the tree dynamical model of Eqs 50 then reduces to Desnyanski-Novikov 1-dimensional shell model recalled in section II. Note that the total energy of Eq. 40 reduces to
while the total energy current from the generation (n − 1) to the generation n of Eq. 49 becomes
i.e. one recovers the energy of Eq. 9 and the energy-current of Eq. 7 up to the total volume factor l D 0 . In conclusion, with respect to the Desnyanski-Novikov 1-dimensional shell model, the tree dynamical model of Eqs 50 allows dynamical heterogeneities between the tree branches, i.e. between the coherent structures of the same scale that are localized in different regions of the whole volume.
IV. DYNAMICS FOR 3D VELOCITY VECTORS vt(n) ON THE 1-DIMENSIONAL SCALE LATTICE n
In this section, we wish to promote the scalar velocities v t (n) of the Desnyanski-Novikov described in section II into 3D velocity vectors v t (n).
A.
Observables associated to the 3D-vector nature of the velocities vt(n)
It will be convenient to introduce the vector 1 = (1, 1, 1) where the three components take the value unity. At the length scale l n , the gradient operator will be replaced by the vector
The scalar product with the velocity v t (n) will produce the advection factor a t (n) at scale l n
The vorticity ω = ∇ × v will be defined at scale l n by
i.e. more explicitly for the 3D coordinates µ = x, y, z
So in this framework, the vorticity simply measures the differences between velocities components at scale l n . In particular, the sum of the three components of ω t (n) vanishes, so that there are only two independent components. The velocity v t (n) can be decomposed into the advection advection factor a t (n) of Eq 57 and the vorticity ω t (n) of Eq. 58 as
so that its square reads
The angular momentum associated to the vorticity ω t (n) on the scale l n will be defined with a moment of inertia given by l 2 n (discrete analog of the continuous relation A12)
In this 3D version of the shell model, we will require that in the absence of external forcing and viscosity, the conserved quantities (see section A 5 in Appendix A) are the total energy
and the total angular momentum
whose decomposition over the scales can be seen as an iterated version of Koenig Theorem for angular momentum.
B. Dynamics for the 3D velocity vectors vt(n)
We wish to generalize the scalar-velocity Dynamics of Eq. 50 into an equation for the 3D velocity vector v t (n)
where the boundary equation for n = 0 includes the external forcing f [ v t (0)]
The nonlinear quadratic term Q describing the conservative part of the dynamics should conserve the total energy of Eq. 41, the total angular momentum of Eq. 64, and the phase-space-volume. The simplest choice that mimics the scalar-velocity Dynamics of Eq. 50 for α = β = 1 and the 3D Navier Equation of Eq. A5 reads
The first term containing the advection factors introduced in Eq. 57 reads more explicitly in terms of the velocity components
and generalizes the first term of Eq. 16. The second term in Eq. 67 involves the total kinetic energy of the neighboring levels and is also a direct generalization of the second term of Eq. 16. Finally the third term of Eq. 67 is the complete novelty with respect to the scalar case of Eq. 16 and mimics the Lamb vector of the Navier-Stokes Eq A5. Using the vorticity introduced in Eq. 58, one obtains the identities
Putting everything together, the dynamical equation for the component v µ t (n) reads explicitly in terms of the other velocity components alone
Note that the local phase-space dilatation for the component v µ t (n) reduces to the advection factors
so that the total divergence of the phase-space-current vanishes in the bulk concerning the inertial range as in Eq. 14
C. Dynamics for the kinetic energy
The dynamical equation of the kinetic energy
is obtained from the scalar product of Eq. 65 with the velocity v t (n), so that the contributions of the Lamb vector in Eq. 67 vanishes and one obtains
in terms of the energy current from generation (n − 1) to generation n
that directly generalizes the scalar expression of Eq. 7, with kinetic energies and advection factors of the two shells.
D. Dynamics for the vorticity
The dynamical equation for the vorticity introduced in Eq. 59 is obtained from Eq. 65 and Eq. 70
As explained in sections A 3 A 4 of the Appendix, the interpretation of the Dynamics for the vorticity in shell models is clearer via the Dynamics of the eddy angular momentum of Eq. 62.
E. Dynamics for the angular momentum
The dynamical equation for the angular momentum introduced in Eq. 62 is obtained from Eq. 76 using
in terms of the angular momentum current from generation (n − 1) to generation n
whose structure in terms of the advection factors is completely similar to the energy current of Eq. 7. The corresponding cascade of angular momentum from large scales to small scales that is coupled with the energy cascade will produce new properties with respect to the scalar model that contains only the energy cascade. 
then this property is preserved by the dynamics in the absence of external forcing
Since the components µ = x, y, z coincide, the vorticities identically vanish
while the advection factors of Eq. 57 and the kinetic energies simplify into
so that the Dynamics of Eq. 67 for the velocity vector of Eq. 80 reduces to Eq. 16 for the scalar velocity v t (n).
In conclusion, with respect to the Desnyanski-Novikov 1-dimensional shell model, the vectorial dynamical model of Eqs 65 allows to allow heterogeneities between the three components of the velocities and to introduce vorticity effects in the dynamics. In the next section, we describe how to add spatial heterogeneities via the scale-spatial-tree structure.
V.
DYNAMICS FOR 3D VELOCITY VECTORS vt(i1, .., in) ON THE SCALE-SPATIAL-TREE
In this section, we put together the two generalizations introduced in the two previous sections in order to obtain the dynamical model for 3D velocity vectors v t (i 1 , .., i n ) on the scale-spatial-tree.
A.
It is straightforward to generalize the vectorial observables introduced in section IV A to the tree structure described in III A. The advection factor associated to the 3D vector velocity v t (i 1 , .., i n ) is
while the vorticity is defined by
B. Dynamics for the velocities
The dynamical equations for the velocities that generalize both Eqs 50 and 67 read
with the boundary dynamics at n = 0 that includes some external forcing
Dynamics for the energies
The scalar product of Eq. 86 with v t (i 1 , .., i n ) yields the dynamics for the kinetic energy
with the boundary dynamics at n = 0 that includes the power
For the volumic energies generalizing Eq. 42
the dynamical equation
involves the energy current that generalizes Eq. 48
while the dynamics at generation n = 0
includes the total power l 
D. Dynamics for the vorticities
The dynamics for the vorticity defined in Eq. 84 is obtained by applying 1 ln × to Eq. 86
with the boundary dynamics at n = 0
E. Dynamics for the angular momentum
As for the total energy in Eq. 40, the total angular momentum in the volume l D 0 reads in terms of the velocity field v t ( r) of fluid mechanics
The decomposition into the scale-spatial tree structure reads as in Eq. 41
where the contribution
Eq. 97 can be thus rewritten as
From the Dynamics of the vorticity in Eq. 94, one obtains the Dynamics for
The dynamics for the volumic contribution
involves the angular-momentum-current received by the cell (i 1 , .., i n ) from its ancestor (i 1 , .., i n−1 )
of the same form as the energy-current of Eq. 92. The dynamics at generation n = 0
includes the total effective torque l
] exerted by the external forcing.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have first revisited the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model for scalar velocities v t (n) on the onedimensional-lattice n = 0, 1, 2, .. labelling the length-scales l n = l 0 2 −n , in order to stress the importance of the Liouville phase-space-volume conservation that fixes the relation α = β between the two parameters that are usually considered as independent. We have then described in detail how this model can be generalized in two directions :
(i) the one-dimensional-lattice n = 0, 1, 2, .. labelling the length-scales l n = l 0 2 −n can be replaced by a scale-spatial tree structure of nested cells in order to allow spatial heterogeneities between different coherent structures that are localized in different regions of the whole volume (ii) the scalar velocities v t (n) can be replaced by 3D-vector velocities v t (n) in order to take into account the vorticity ω t (n) in the dynamical equations and to include vortex-stretching effects via the cascade of angular momentum in addition to the cascade of energy.
Along the paper, we have stressed the similarities and differences with the Navier-Stokes dynamics for the usual fields of fluid mechanics recalled in Appendix A.
Further work is needed to characterize the dynamical properties of the final dynamical model concerning 3D velocities on the scale-spatial tree structure, in order to compare with the chaoticity, intermittency, multifractality and soliton-like pulses of the Desnyanski-Novikov shell model [7] .
Physically, it is clear that the vortex stretching effect mentioned above is related to the local conservation of angular momentum. To have a more direct correspondence with the shell model described in section IV, it is actually useful to consider now the Dynamics of the angular momentum, even if it is rather unusual in fluid mechanics.
The Dynamics of the angular momentum with respect to some point r 0
is obtained by applying the operator ( r − r 0 )× to Eq. A2 and by rearranging the terms into
The first term corresponds to the advection, the third term corresponds to the dissipation by the viscosity, while the second and fourth terms correspond to the torque of the pressure gradient force and of the external force respectively. The link between the angular momentum of Eq. A9 and the vorticity ω( r) is given by the identity concerning the Laplacian of the angular momentum ∆ L t ( r| r 0 ) = ( r − r 0 ) × ∆ v t ( r) + 2 ω( r)
i.e. the vorticity at r 0 can be interpreted as the limit of the Laplacian of the angular momentum L t ( r| r 0 ) as r → r 0 ω( r 0 ) = 1 2 lim r→ r0
5.
Simplifications due to the absence of pressure in shell models
In shell models, the dynamical equations for various observables in scale space mimic the Navier-Stokes equations in real space described above, except that there is no pressure terms. As a consequence, in the absence of external force f = 0 and in the absence of dissipation by the viscosity ν = 0, the energy
and the angular momentum L t ( r| r 0 ) are conserved quantities satisfying the continuity equations A6 and A10 respectively.
